
Vocabulary Exercises Part 2 

 

Fill in the gaps with one of the words from the list below. 
* pricey * puncture * impassable * vineyard * carpooling * etiquette * unruly *purchase * sweat 

*rampant 

 

1 I broke out in a cold ..................... just before taking my driving test. 

2 That train ticket was a bit .................... , don’t you think? 

3 Most drivers carry a spare tyre in case of a(n) ................ . 

4 When in France we drove past the largest ..................... I’ve ever seen. 

5 The path through the jungle was ..................... due to the thick vegetation. 

6 Children that show ..................... behaviour on the plane will be reprimanded accordingly. 

7 Fear of flying is ..................... nowadays. 

8 Before travelling to a foreign country you should try to learn the local ..................... , customs and 

traditions. 

9 When planning your summer holiday it’s wise to..................... your tickets during low-season since 

there 

are better prices then. 

10 If ..................... was encouraged in today’s busy cities, it would help to reduce the problem of 

pollution. 

 

 

Fill in the gaps with one of the words from the list below. 
* standpoint * pant * ward * sterilized * holistic * tissue * blister * compile * inflammation * 

strenuous 

 

1 From Dr Smith’s ..................... Sam’s condition has stabilized. 

2 The stitching inside the shoe rubbed her feet so much that it caused a painful ..................... . 

3 From the look of the athlete’s well toned body it was obvious that she had very little fatty 

..................... on her 

muscles. 

4 One of the symptoms of hay fever is ..................... of the eyelids. 

5 To reduce the possibility of infection all medical equipment must be ..................... . 

6 The children’s ..................... at the hospital is being redecorated. 

7 Research assistants ..................... notes taken during experiments into a readable form. 

8 After having a heart by-pass, the managing director was told to avoid any ..................... activity. 

9 The long car journey in the heat made the dog ..................... for breath. 

10 Not all scientists believe in ..................... medicine. 

 

 

 
 
 



Fill in the gaps with one of the words from the list below. 
* embraces * inner * diverse * summon up * deceased * gallantly * sinister * punctual * envy * 

scruffy 

1 The performing arts course ..................... a number of activities; acting, singing and dancing to 

name but a few. 

2 She’s writing a biography of the ..................... actress. 

3 To be a successful actor, one must be able to get into the.................... thoughts of the character 

one is going to play. 

4 Young girls tend to ..................... famous actresses and models and try to be like them. 

5 Donald Sutherland is best-known for playing ...................characters in thrillers. 

6 Celine Dion is very talented and appeals to a....................... audience because she keeps up with the 

latest music trends. 

7 Nick Nolte played a ................ tramp in one of his films. 

8 Kathleen finally had to ..................... all her courage to go to the audition for the lead role in the 

musical. 

9 Naomi Campbell is well-known for not being ..................for her photo-shoots and for her bad 

temper. 

10 Russell Crowe fought ..................... in the film ‘The Gladiator’, don’t you think? 

 

 

Fill in the gaps with one of the words from the list below. 
* incorporate * revenue * blend * eligible * interval * consecutive * conservative 

*triumphant * prodigy * comprise 

 

1 My grandmother is very ..................... and does not trust new ideas. 

2 The fans greeted the players on their ..................... return from the cup final. 

3 We need to ..................... your ideas into the storyline. 

4 The new cd box set will ..................... of a limited edition picture disc and a lyric sheet. 

5 Sarah is a child ..................... ; by the age of ten she was studying nuclear physics. 

6 His latest album is a ..................... of jazz and blues. 

7 You have to wait until you are 18 years old to be..................... for a driving licence. 

8 The movie was number one at the box office for 7..................... weeks. 

9 The company generated н50 million in ..................... last year. 

10 The students have a 10 minute ..................... between classes. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fill in the gaps with one of the words from the list below. 
* segregation * biannually * mobility * contemptuous * exploitative * solidarity * elucidate * 
steadfast * legitimate * discrimination 
 
1 The ..................... methods of multinational corporations are condemned by human rights 

organisations. 

2 Being an environmentalist, he is ..................... in his beliefs about introducing an environmental tax 

on consumers and producers. 

3 Budgets are reviewed ....................., in March and October. 

4 Separating girls and boys at school is a form of..................... . 

5 Union leaders called for a general strike to show ..................... with overworked healthcare staff. 

6 The spokesman at the demonstration went on to ..................... exactly what the group’s demands 

were. 

7 Advertisements for job vacancies should not include a preferred age as this shows ..................... . 

8 Although perfectly ....................., making employees work at weekends is disprespectful. 

9 Despite his logical solution, the backbenchers were ..................... of the minister’s proposals. 

10 There is high job ..................... in Britain, as people readily relocate because of employment 

opportunities. 

 

 

Use the words in capitals to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. 

 
The entertainment business has always been 1) ........................... and 

attractive to people all around the world. It seems to be growing in 
2) ........................... with each passing year. 

The younger generation defines entertainment as cool and 
3) ........................... and this often leads to the misconception that by being 

famous you live an easy and less stressful life and that you can get whatever 
you want. Why? Why, because you are rich of course! 
However, it is an 4) ........................... fact that becoming famous in your 

chosen field (whether it be music of fine arts) is a very difficult task and quite 
an 5) ........................... if you can deal with the pressure that comes with it. 

Fame has a price. Put quite simply - it’s the violation of your private life. It is 
6) .................................. to the common person what exactly many ‘stars’ go 
through. They are in a constant battle with 7) ......................................... 
‘paparazzi’ reporters and 8) ........................... tabloids. It has caused 
9) .................................... situations for many stars and they have filed lawsuits 

in order to protect themselves. Ever since the untimely death of Princess Diana, 
there has been world-wide 10) ............................... of the ‘paparazzi’ as they 

will stop at nothing to get a story. 
So, before one decides to go into the entertainment business, one should 
consider all the pros and cons. You have to be tough as there is a lot to deal with. 
If you need any 11) ........................... , just read the headlines of any tabloid. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. CAPTIVATE 

2. POPULAR 

3. AWE 

4. DISPUTE 

5. ACCOMPLISH 

6. COMPREHEND 

7. DREAD 

8. SLANDER 

9. OPPRESS 

10. CONDEMN 

11. CONFIRM 



As a couch potato, I have never managed to attain 1) ..................................... 

over any sport, in fact, the opposite appears to be true. Take, for example, my 
2) ................................ journey into the world of equine sports. After 
3) .......................................... for ten minutes to get on the horse, I found that it 
took a surprising amount of 4) .......................................... to stay there. For a 
5) .............................................. moment, things went well as we trotted out of 

the stable and headed for the field, but once I caught sight of the jumps, I began 
feeling very 6) .............................................. about the whole idea. During the 
hour-long lesson, I 7) .............................................. to keep my seat but found 
myself 8) .............................................. to the ground no less than eight times. If, 
for some 9) .............................................. reason, you too believe you can defy 
gravity and your 10) .............................................. leads you to think about trying 
your hand at this sport - think again! I 11) .............................................. had to be 

pulled off the horse once I had lost all feeling in my lower limbs, and I don’t think 
that I will ever be able to walk normally again! 

1. MASTER 

2. FATED 

3. STRIVE 

4. AGILE 

5. FLEET 

6. APPREHENSION 

7. ENDEAVOUR 

8. TUMBLE 

9. FATHOM 

10. ARROGANT 

11. LITERAL 


